


TIME TABLE

9 AM – DEFENCE ADDA247 

3 PM– DEFENCE ADDA247 



The officer …………………. the car to speak to the 

driver.

(a) stops

(b) has stopped

(c) stopped

(d) had stopped

FILLERS . ARJUN BATCH @ 3 PM



Thank God! We reached on time. If there .......... jam on 

the highway, we would be/would have been late for 

reception.

(a) had been

(b) would have been

(c) was

(d) were

FILLERS . ARJUN BATCH @ 3 PM



If you ............ me up earlier, we would have gone there 

together.

(a) woke

(b) had woken

(c) wake

(d) wakes

FILLERS . ARJUN BATCH @ 3 PM



Last night the residents .............. to discuss the 

occurrence of theft in the locality.

(a) assembled

(b) had assembled

(c) have assembled

(d) were assembling

FILLERS . ARJUN BATCH @ 3 PM



The students decided to donate blood after they ............ 

the plight of the injured in various accidents in a 

documentary film.

(a) saw

(b) had seen

(c) had been seen

(d) had been seeing

FILLERS . ARJUN BATCH @ 3 PM



The newspaper ............ seven cases of gruesome crime in 

the city yesterday.

(a) reported

(b) has reported

(c) had reported

(d) have reported

FILLERS . ARJUN BATCH @ 3 PM



An enquiry committee has been formed as devastating 

poverty and indebtedness ..............farmers in the country 

to commit suicide.

(a) forced

(b) have forced

(c) force

(d) forces

FILLERS . ARJUN BATCH @ 3 PM



Rohit is _____ knowledgeable on this subject.

A) smartly           

B) powerfully

C) firmly              

D) highly

FILLERS . ARJUN BATCH @ 3 PM



I need a good explanation of all the costs ____ in buying 

a new car.

A) affected          

B) involved

C) concerned                   

D) implied

FILLERS . ARJUN BATCH @ 3 PM



There was a _____ debate about the Middle East, then 

they moved to a vote.

A) lively             

B) flexible

C) main                           

D) nimble

FILLERS . ARJUN BATCH @ 3 PM



The doctor told him to lose weight quickly or pay the 

_____ later in life.

A) fee                               

B) fine

C) price              

D) cost

FILLERS . ARJUN BATCH @ 3 PM



Jet lag causes problems with our _____ clock.

A) biological                    

B) botanical

C) natural                        

D) rhythmical

FILLERS . ARJUN BATCH @ 3 PM



This species of seagull is not a _____ of the island, but 

will sometimes rest here a while.

A) neighbour

B) national

C) citizen            

D) resident

FILLERS . ARJUN BATCH @ 3 PM



This species of seagull is not a _____ of the island, but 

will sometimes rest here a while.

A) neighbour

B) national

C) citizen            

D) resident

FILLERS . ARJUN BATCH @ 3 PM



Doesn't it _____ you as strange that it's the middle of 

May and it's snowing?

A) hit                               

B) occur

C) strike               

D) touch

FILLERS . ARJUN BATCH @ 3 PM



I didn't stay behind because I wanted to, I did so because 

it was my _____.

A) work                           

B) duty

C) shift                             

D) chore

FILLERS . ARJUN BATCH @ 3 PM



_________ the rainfall was adequate this year, the mango 

trees still did not produce a high yield.

A) Since             

B) Although

C) Due to             

D) In spite of

FILLERS . ARJUN BATCH @ 3 PM



The impact of two vehicles can cause a lot of________ to 

both.

A) damage           

B) damages

C) damaging       

D) damagings

FILLERS . ARJUN BATCH @ 3 PM



The greater ____ increase in population, the harder it is 

for people to find adequate housing.

A) of                                

B) the

C) is the           

D) is of the

FILLERS . ARJUN BATCH @ 3 PM



Capitalist society ____ profit as a valued goal.

A) which regards             

B) regarded

C) was regarded              

D) regards

FILLERS . ARJUN BATCH @ 3 PM


